
Infosolve Technologies introduces OpenDQTM Version  2.0, the first open 
source data quality solution for structured and unstructured data

The Industry’s  first open source data quality solution for structured and unstructured data with 
comprehensive data  extraction, transformation and loading capabilities

SOUTH BRUNSWICK, NJ -- (October 23, 2007) -- Infosolve Technologies, specialists in 

providing a wide variety of businesses with efficient, industry-leading data solutions, today 

announced the introduction of OpenDQTM V2.0 an innovative data quality solution that addresses 

both structured and unstructured data quality in a single solution. This solution represents a first 

in the data management industry, as the only open source based solution to comprehensively 

address data quality and data extraction, transformation and loading of structured and 

unstructured data into a single completely integrated solution. 

Unstructured data in the form of free text data, word documents, emails and spreadsheets 

contains valuable data that is often left uncategorized and not integrated by organizations. This is 

largely due to marketplace solutions focusing on data integration  and data quality management 

of structured data, which only represents approximately 20% of the total data landscape at an 

organization. Data integration and data quality solutions that address only structured data leave 

companies with a significant information void in their decision making and create intrinsic 

inefficiencies in the data analysis process.  As business communications continue to evolve 

utilizing IMs, blogs, and text messaging the stores of unstructured data are increasing 

exponentially, deepening the void in decision making. OpenDQTM V2.0 offers enterprises a 

highly efficient method for comprehensive data integration and data quality management 

utilizing all types of enterprise data in an organization, leading to accurate and knowledgeable 

decision making.

“Organizations should be making their strategic business decisions with a full understanding of 

their data, with OpenDQTM V2.0, organizations have a highly efficient, data quality and data 

integration solution that improves decision making and increases an organization’s competitive 

advantage” said Subbu Manchiraju, Vice President at Infosolve Technologies “ OpenDQTM V2.0 



offers our clients a single source solution to utilize more of their data and gain insight into their 

business operations in the past, present and future. We see this expansion of Infosolve’s solutions 

as another step in our commitment to help businesses achieve maximum profitability with 

comprehensive data integration and data quality management solutions.” 

OpenDQTM V2.0, like all of Infosolve Technologies solutions is powered by its Zero Based 

philosophy, enabling clients to utilize the solution with Zero term commitments, Zero license 

requirements and Zero upfront hardware investments and Zero defect dataTM. This Zero Based 

philosophy coupled with the innovative nature of the OpenDQTM V2.0 eliminates an 

organization’s need to invest in separate development environments, processes and expensive 

licenses for structured/unstructured data integration and data quality.

“With OpenDQTM V2.0 we are continuing our dedication to provide businesses of all sizes 

innovative, cost effective data integration and data quality solutions that maximize the business 

value of their data” said Manchiraju. “Organizations should be able to make decisions with the 

most accurate and comprehensive data available in their enterprise without expensive licenses 

and disparate processes impeding their progress.” 

Infosolve Technologies has assisted the spectrum of businesses from the Fortune 100 to non- 

profit organizations in maximizing the business value of their data with powerful Zero Based 

data solutions. Infosolve will expand their suite with new enhancements in the upcoming 

months, all featuring the Zero Based model.

About Infosolve Technologies

Infosolve Technologies (www.infosolvetech.com)was founded in South Brunswick, New Jersey in 
2003 and provides clients with comprehensive data solutions that leverage the power of their  
enterprise data to achieve business objectives and create strategic opportunities-- without the  
burdens of cumbersome licensing agreements, complex term contracts and expensive hardware 
requirements. Infosolve Technologies embodies its Zero Based Solutions in every project with 
the Zero Defect Data Guarantee™, assuring that data is free from new data errors and 
inconsistencies. Infosolve’s solutions are client driven in every aspect, from inception to results
—focusing on client business drivers and required return on investment. The company 



represents years of expertise in implementing solutions for a wide spectrum of businesses from 
non-profit organizations to Fortune 100 companies.

Zero Defect Data, Zero Defect Data Guarantee, OpenDQ, OpenCDI, OpenMDM  The Power of Zero Based Data 
Solutions are trademarks of Infosolve Technologies, Inc
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